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Abstract: Column plays very important role in reinforced concrete building as total load is transferred through column. 

When rectangular columns are used in structure, columns can protrude out of the walls and corners which reduce aesthetic 

view of structure. Concrete structures with specially shaped columns has been found out as a solution of this problem. Not only 

for aesthetical point of view but also for structural aspect, specially shaped columns perform well. The aim of this study is to 

evaluate the comparative lateral load resistance capacity of buildings with rectangular columns and buildings with specially 

shaped columns. Four different buildings (i.e. 6 storey, 10 storey, 15 storey and 20 storey) are analysed with conventional 

rectangular columns and same buildings are analysed with specially shaped (i.e. L, Tee, cross) columns with same equivalent 

cross section area as of rectangular columns. In this paper, at first, the proposed buildings are analysed with linear static 

analysis and Secondly, linear dynamic analysis. From analysis results, it has been found that maximum storey displacements of 

all building models i.e. 6, 10, 15 & 20 storeys are under acceptable limit for both rectangular and special shaped columns. For 

rectangular shaped column building, displacement increases 11.78%, 8.83% & 34.84% & 5.51% respectively for 6, 10, 15 & 

20 storeys building compared with building with special shaped columns. After analysis and comparison it is concluded that 

the buildings with specially shaped columns perform better under lateral load conditions than the buildings with conventional 

rectangular columns under the same loadings.  
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1. Introduction 

Now-a-days, the architects often prohibit the widths of the 

columns so that more free space is available and for the good 

aesthetic look of the building without columns protruding out 

of the walls and corners. 

Concrete structures with non-rectangular specially shaped 

thin columns found out as an alternative to the above said 

problem and it is found out that non-rectangular specially 

shaped thin columns performs well structurally with all 

analysis results within acceptable limits [1]. This kind of 

structure satisfies spatial requirements of corners as well as 

intersection of corners so that no visible edges or prominent 

column would appear in the buildings [2]. This expands the 

actual usable floor area and more furniture can be placed into 

the buildings. For this reason, frame structure with specially 

shaped column is suitable blooms, especially for villa and 

multi-storey buildings [3]. 

Previous research showed the buildings which have non-

rectangular specially shaped thin columns performs better 

under seismic and wind load conditions than the building 

with conventional rectangular columns under the same 

loadings [4]. This paper explains the behaviour of buildings 

with Rectangular columns and buildings with specially 

shaped columns and values of various parameters like story 

drift, story displacement, story stiffness etc. on the basis of 
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lateral loads. 

1.1. Specially Shaped Columns 

In the RCC buildings, columns are structural elements 

which are predominantly subjected to axial compressive 

forces, moments, and transfers total load from the super 

structure to sub-structure. Various shapes of the columns are 

used. Some common shapes are square, rectangular, circular 

columns and some special shapes of columns are L-shaped, 

T- shaped and plus (+) shaped columns as shown in figure 1 

which are not commonly used but gives more indoor space 

than commonly used shapes of columns. Special shaped 

columns avoid prominent corners in a room which increases 

usable floor area [5]. 

 

Figure 1. Specially shaped (T, +, L) columns with Longitudinal and lateral 

reinforcement. 

The reinforced concrete structure system with specially 

shaped columns is a system widely adopted in residential 

structures due to no exposed beams and columns in the room 

[6]. The feasibility and convenience of reinforced concrete 

(RC) frame with special shaped columns in structural design 

and its favourable service make it widely used in 

construction industry [7].  

1.2. Objectives 

The main objectives of this study are to evaluate the 

performance of building with special shaped column. 

Followings are the specific objectives of this study. 

(1) To study the behaviour of the building under lateral 

loads like seismic and wind loads. 

(2) Determination of deflections, storey drifts, storey 

stiffness and storey overturning moment of the 

buildings under wind and seismic conditions. 

(3) To compare the performance of the special shaped 

column building with building of rectangular columns. 

2. Methodology 

This study is carried out by considering a rectangular 

plan building with total width of 51ft (Y-direction) and 

total length of 50ft (X-direction). The same building is 

analysed with specially shaped (L, T, + plus) columns with 

four different models of 6, 10, 15, 20 storeys and the 

economical sizes of columns are determined by trial and 

error with E-Tabs software. ETABS software is used for 

static and dynamic analysis both. Again the same building 

is analysed with conventional rectangular columns of sizes 

with same equivalent areas of special shaped columns. 

Dimension of beams and columns as well as other 

properties of the building and loading data are specified in 

table 1 & 2. 

Table 1. Geometrical dimensions of the building and material properties. 

Member properties 

Slab Thickness 6”  

Column Rectangular Shaped 13”*16* 

 T-Shaped 21”*26”*5” 

 L-Shaped 23”*24”*5”  

 Cross Shaped 22”*25”*5 

Beam Grade Beam 16”*15” 

 Floor Beam 15”*14” 

 Roof Beam 13”*12” 

Concrete Grade of concrete 3 ksi  

Steel Grade of steel 60 ksi 

Table 2. Loading data. 

PARAMETERS Values 

Live load 50 psf 

Roof live load 10 psf 

Floor finish load 20 psf 

Wall load 0.5 k/ft. 

Parapet wall load .08 k/ft. 

Density of concrete 150 lb./ft3 

Density of brick 110 lb./ft3 

Wind velocity 96 mph 

Seismic zone ш 

Site co-efficient 1.2 

Importance factor  1 

Response reduction factor 8 

The methods of analysis used for the present study are: 

(1) Equivalent Static Force Analysis 

(2) Response Spectrum Analysis  

2.1. Equivalent Static Force Analysis 

The equivalent static force analysis for an earthquake is an 

exceptional concept which is used in earthquake resistant 

design of structure. This concept is useful since it converts a 

dynamic analysis into a partly static & dynamic analysis to 

evaluate the maximum displacements produced in the 

structure because of earthquake due to ground motion [8]. 

For earthquake resistant design of structures, only these 

maximum displacements are of interest, but not the time 

history of stresses. Equivalent lateral force for an earthquake 

is defined as a set of static lateral forces which produces the 

similar peak responses of the structure as that have been 

produced in the dynamic analysis of the building under the 

similar ground motion [9]. This concept has drawback since 

it uses only a single mode of vibration of the structure.  

2.2. Response Spectrum Method 

In this concept the multiple modes of vibration of a 

structure can be used. This analysis can be used in many 

building codes for all except for simple or complex 
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structures. The vibration of a building is defined as the 

combination of many special modes that are in a vibrating 

string corresponding to the “harmonics” [10]. Computer 

aided structural analysis is used to determine these mode 

shapes for the structure. For every mode shape, from design 

spectrum responses are studied, with the help of parameters 

such as modal participation mass and modal frequency, and 

then they are combined to provide an evaluation of the total 

responses of the structure [11]. 

Following cases are considered for this project: Case1: Six 

storey building with rectangular columns;  

Case2: Six storey building with special shaped columns; 

Case3: Ten storey building with rectangular columns; 

Case4: Ten storey building with special shaped columns; 

Case5: Fifteen storey building with rectangular columns;  

Case6: Fifteen storey building with special shaped columns;  

Case7: Twenty storey building with rectangular columns and  

Case8: Twenty storey building with special shaped columns. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Storey Displacement 

Maximum story displacement for both rectangular and 

special shaped columns are obtained from equivalent static 

force method. Here, earthquake load in X direction is 

considered for analysis. 

 

Figure 2. Variation of story displacement using rectangular columns with 

respect to story height. 

 

Figure 3. Variation of story displacement using special columns with respect 

to story height. 

From analysis results, it has been found that maximum 

storey displacements of all building models i.e. 6, 10, 15 & 

20 storeys are under acceptable limit for both rectangular and 

special shaped columns. For rectangular shaped column 

building, displacement increases 11.78%, 8.83% & 34.84% 

& 5.51% respectively for 6, 10, 15 &20 storeys building 

compared with building with special shaped columns. 

Another analysis is done for displacement considering wind 

load in X direction for same dimension, material properties & 

loading. 

 

Figure 4. Variation of story displacement using Rectangular columns with 

respect to height. 

  

Figure 5. Variation of story displacement using special columns with respect 

to story height. 

From analysis for both condition lateral displacements for 

6, 10, 15 & 20 storeys building are not in safe. For 

rectangular shaped column building, displacement increases 

11.81%, 0.91% & 31.91% respectively for 6, 15 & 20 storeys 

building. And for 10 storeys building displacement increases 

about two times more than the buildings with specially 

shaped columns.  

3.2. Story Drift 

Maximum story drift for both rectangular and special 

shaped columns are obtained from equivalent static method. 

Here earth quake load in X direction is considered for 

analysis. 
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Figure 6. Variation of story drift using rectangular columns with respect to 

story height. 

 

Figure 7. Variation of story drift using special columns with respect to story 

height. 

For rectangular shaped column building, story drift 

increases 11.11% & 18.81% respectively for 10 &15 storeys 

building. And for 20 storeys building, story drift increases 

about two times more than the building with special shaped 

column.  

Another analysis is done for story drift considering wind 

load in X direction.  

 

Figure 8. Variation of story drift using rectangular columns with respect to 

story height. 

 

Figure 9. Variation of story drift using special columns with respect to story 

height. 

For rectangular shaped column building, story drift 

increases 19.44% for 10 Storeys building. And for 15 & 20 

storeys building, story drift increases about four times & 2.5 

times respectively more than the buildings with specially 

shaped columns.  

3.3. Story Stiffness 

According to BNBC code 2015, A soft story is one in 

which the lateral stiffness is less than 70% of that in the story 

above or less than 80% of the average lateral stiffness of the 

three story above irregularity. An extreme soft story is 

defined where its lateral stiffness is less than 60% of that in 

the story above or less than 70% of the average lateral 

stiffness of the three story above irregularity. In this study 

story stiffness observed from static analysis and load case for 

earthquake in x direction is considered for determining story 

stiffness. 

 

Figure 10. Variation of story stiffness for various cases. 

Another analysis is done for story stiffness considering 

wind load in X direction. 
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Figure 11. Variation of story stiffness for various cases. 

In this study, there is no soft story except 20 storey 

building using rectangular shaped columns. Lateral stiffness 

decreases for rectangular shaped building. 

3.4. Overturning Moment 

An overturning moment is quite literally the force that is 

attempting to overturn an object. The resisting moment must 

be at least equal to the overturning moment. For analysis, 

storey overturning moment in Y-direction is considered for 

earthquake load. 

 

Figure 12. Variation of storey overturning moment for various cases. 

The above figure shows that the overturning moment 

varies oppositely with height of the storey. For all cases, 

Storey overturning moment decreases with increase in height 

of the storey. In case of rectangular shaped columns building, 

it produces higher moment than special shaped columns 

building. As special shaped column produce less moment 

than rectangular columns, it requires less reinforcement to 

resist overturning moment. So it will be more economical 

than rectangular shaped column building. 

3.5. Fundamental Time Periods 

Fundamental time period is the time taken by the building to 

undergo a cycle of to and fro movement. In this study 

fundamental time period determined from modal ana. 

 

Figure 13. Variation of fundamental time period for various cases. 

3.6. Different Mode Shapes for Different Building Cases 

It is observed that fundamental time period is increasing due 

to using rectangular shaped columns. As fundamental time 

period increases, it decreases the overall stiffness of the 

building. On the other hand fundamental time period decrease 

due to using special shaped columns. As fundamental time 

period decreases, it increases stiffness of the building. 

 

Figure 14. Mode shapes for 12th mode for twenty storey building using 

rectangular columns. 
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Figure 15. Mode shapes for 12th mode for twenty storey building using 

special shaped columns. 

 

Figure 16. Mode shapes for 12th mode for fifteen storey building using 

rectangular Columns. 

 

Figure 17. Mode shapes for 12th mode for fifteen storey building using 

special shaped columns. 

4. Conclusions 

After the detailed comparative study, as per engineering 

knowledge and best practices it is been established that the 

building with non-rectangular specially shaped thin columns 

performs better under seismic and wind load conditions than the 

building with conventional rectangular columns under the same 

loadings. The following conclusions were drawn based on 

observations and findings from the analysis described in this 

paper. 

i Maximum story displacement and story drift for both 

seismic and wind load condition is more in rectangular 

column building compared to special column building. 

ii Story stiffness is less in rectangular column building 

compared to special column building. 

iii Fundamental time period of rectangular column building 

is greater than special building. 

It is also been concluded that buildings with non-rectangular 

columns will be more economical and user friendly with good 

aesthetics. The outcome of this project is that the cost of 

construction of multi-storeyed buildings like apartments, hotels, 

offices etc. would be less with more free space with column free 

look is available for the dwellings. 
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